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Abstract
As well known, every graph has at least two vertices with the same degree. The purpose
of this note is to determine the graphs having exact two vertices with the same degree and
to state some properties of these graphs. Especially we show that for every integer n > 2
there exists exactly one connected graph of order n having exact two vertices with the same
degree.
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●

Graphical sequence.

1

Degree sequences

In this note we use h･eely the terminology and notation concerning graphs in G.Chartrand
and L.Lesniak [1J. For any positive integer n and non‑negative integer m with m < n, we use
the Rrilowing notation:
[n] :‑{1,2,3,...,n} [ra,n]:‑{ra,ra+1,...,nj.
A sequence s : si,52,..., sn of nonnegative integers is said to be graphical if there exists a graph
G,V(G) ‑ {vuv2,‑,vn}, of order n whose degree sequence is s, that is, deg Vj ‑ Sj for all
;e

ォ
In this section, for any integer n ≧

2 we shall determine the graphical sequences s

5i, 52,..., sn with the following property:
(1.1)

n‑1≧Si>S2>‑>sk‑1>sk‑Sk+1>sk+2>

>sn≧O

forsome kG [n‑1J.

For the sake of brevity any sequence s : si,S2,‑ sn of non‑negative integers with the
property (1.1) is saidto be (n,2)‑admissible. Let s : si,S2, ‑‑‑, sn be (n,2)‑admissible. If si ‑ n‑2

then sn ‑ 0. Moreoverifs is graphical and s¥ ‑n‑1 then sn must be equalto 1. So to our
aim it suffices to consider the following two types of (n,2)‑admissible sequences:
(1.2) n‑l,n‑2,...,fc+l,fc,jfc,fc‑1,...,2,1forsomek<E[n‑1,
(1.3) n‑2,n‑3,‑,K‑T‑J‑5n^5A/jrv

‑L7‑,1,Oforsomek∈【0,n‑2.

We denote by sn(n‑ 1; k) and sn(n‑ 2; k) the (n,2)‑admissible sequence given in the form (1.2)
and (1.3) respectively. The next lemma, noted in 【1】 and

2 , plays the essential role in our
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discussion.

Lemma 1.1

A sequence s : si,S2,‑ sn ofnon‑negative integer with s¥ > S2 ≧ ･･･ ≧

snin ≧ 2,si ≧ 1, is graphical if and only if the following sequence h(s) with n ‑ 1 terms is
graphical:
his) :S2‑1,53‑1,‑,5t+l ‑l,st+2,St+3,‑,Sn
wheret‑s¥.

In general for any sequence s : 51,52,‑ sn of integers with n terms, n ≧ 2, we define the
following four kinds of sequences c(s) with n terms, h(s) with n ‑ 1 terms, p(s) and z(s) with
n + 1 terms respectively:
c(s):n‑1‑sn,n‑l‑sn‑i,...,n‑1‑52,n‑1‑5i
h(s):s2‑1,53‑l,...,sn‑1
p(s):n,s¥+1,52+1,...,sn+1

z(s) : si,S2,...,sn,0.
Lemma 1.2
(1) Any (n,2)‑admissible sequence s is graphical if and only if so is c(s).
(2) sn(n‑ 1;k) is graphicalifand only if so is sn(n‑2;n‑ 1 ‑k).
(3) A sequence s : sl,S2,‑ sn of positive integers is graphicalifand only if so is z(s).
(4) sn(n‑1;fe+1)‑p(sn‑i(n‑3;fc)) foranyke [0,n‑3].
(5) sn(n‑2;k)‑z(sn‑¥(n‑2;fc))foranyk∈ォー2.
Proof (1) follows from the fact that ifs is a degree sequence ofa graph G of order n then c(s)
is the degree sequence of the complement graph ofG. Since c(sn(n‑1; k)) ‑ sn(n‑2;n‑1‑fc),
(2) is obvious from (1). (3) is a consequence of the fact that any vertex with degree 0 ofa graph
is isolated. (4) and (5) are obvious.

Lemma 1.3

□

Forany integern≧ 3, we have

(1/ sn(n‑ 1;n‑ 1) is not graphical
(2) sn(n ‑ 2;0) is not graphical

(3) s ‑ sn(n‑l‑;fe),fc ∈ [n‑2], is graphicalifand only ifh(s) ‑ sn̲i(n‑3;k‑ 1) is
graphical

(4) s‑sn‑i(n‑2;k),kG [n‑3] isgraphicalifand only if so isz(s) ‑ sn(n‑2;‑
Proof (1) h(sn(n‑1;n‑1)) ‑ (n‑27n‑3,...,2,1,0) is not graphical, because any finite
sequence consisting of mutually distinct non‑negative integers is not graphical. So (1) follows
from Lemma 1.1. Since sn(n‑ 2;0) ‑ c(sn(n‑ 1;n‑ 1)), (2) is obvious from (1) and Lemma
1.2 (2). (3) and (4) follows immediately from Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2(3) respectively.

□

Now we denote by GS(n, 2) the set of all graphical (n,2)‑admissible sequences, and GSn(n‑
1) and GSn(n ‑ 2) be the set of all graphical sequences in {sn(n ‑ 1;fc);fc G [n ‑ 1]} and
{sn(n‑ 2;k);k ∈ [07n‑ 21} respectively. Then we have
GS(n,2) ‑GSn(n‑ 1)uGSn(n‑2)
GSn(n‑2) ‑ {c(s);seGSn(n‑ 1)}.
Combining Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3, we have
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Lemma 1.4

For any integern ≧ 3,GS(n,2) is completely determined from GS(n ‑ 1,2)

in the following way :

(1) GSn(n‑i)‑{p(s);s∈GSn‑i(n‑3)}.
(2) GSR(n‑2)‑{z(s);s∈G5n̲i(n‑2)}.
The next is seen easily.
Lemma 1.5

GS(2,2) is given as follows:

(1) GS2yl) and GS^O) consists of only one sequence s(2) ‑ (1,1) and c(s(2)) ‑ (0,0)
respectively.

(2) The complete graph K<i of order 2 is the only one graph with degree sequence 5(2).
From Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5, we can obtain explicitly sequences in GS(n, 2).
Theorem 1.6 Forany integern ≧ 2, GS(n, 2) consists of two sequencess(n) ‑ sn(n‑1;m)
andc(s(n)) ‑sn(n‑2;n‑m‑ 1), wherem‑ thefloorof昔.i.e.,
2m,2ra‑1,2ra‑2,...,ra+l,ra,m,ra‑1,...,1) forn ‑ ^m ‑fJ

s(n) ‑

(2m‑1,2ra‑2,...,m'+l‑ra.ra,ra‑

Remark 1.7

1,…,1)

forn

‑

2m.

GS(3, 2) consists of the following two sequences:

s(3)‑p(c(s(2))‑ (2,1,1) c(s(3))‑z(s(2))‑(1,1,0).

We note that the path P3 of order 3 is the only one graph whose degree sequence is 5(3).
Remark 1.8

Let n ≧ 4. From Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 1.6 we have

(1.4) s(n)‑p(z(s(n‑2))).

2

Graphs corresponding to s(n)

In this section let n be any integer with n ≧ 2 and we construct the graphs whose degree
sequence is s(n) given in Theorem 1.6. At first we note that this graph is uniquely determined
by s(n). Let s(n) : 5i,52,...,5n and let G and H be any graphs with degree sequence s(ri)
The vertexsets V(G) ‑ {vk]k ∈
‑ deg uk for all k ∈

n} and V(H) ‑ {uk;k ∈ [nil are labeled as sk ‑ deg vk

ri¥. We define the degree preserving map (j)n from V(G) onto V(H) by

<f>n(vk) ‑Uk,k ∈ n. Thenwe have
Lemma 2.1 6n is an isomorphism fromG to H.
Proof We show by the induction on n. As noted in Lemma 1.5 and Remark 1.7,￠

and

￠3 are isomorphic. Let n ≧ 4. From (1.4) we see that the subgraphs G′ ‑ (G‑v¥) ‑vn and
H

‑ (H ‑ u¥) ‑ un admit the degree sequence s{n ‑ 2). Moreover the restriction of (f)n to

V(G′

H′

is

identical

Since

deg

v¥‑

with

deg

<bn̲2.

u¥

‑

n‑

By

1,

the

and

inductive

v¥

and

u¥

hypothesis

are

(j)n‑2

adjacent

H respectively, we conclude that <j)n is isomorphic.

to

is

all

an

the

isomorphism

other

from

verticesin

G′

G

to

and

□
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Theorem 2.2

For every integern ≧ 2 there exists exactly one graph G whose degree se‑

quence is s(n). Namely the graphs of order n admitting exact two vertices with the same degree
are G and its complement.
We denote by Gn the graph with degree sequence s(n). For any graphical sequence
s : 5i,52,...,5n let G be a graph of order n whose degree sequence is s. Then the union GUN¥
of G and the empty graph N¥ of order 1 has the degree sequence z(s), and the join G+ N¥
of G and JVi has the degree sequence p(s). Hence by virtue of (1.4) and Theorem 2.2, Gn is
constructed inductively in the且)llowing way.
Theorem 2.3

(1) G2‑K2 andG3‑P3.
(2) Gn ‑ (Gn̲2UN¥)+N¥ for every integern ≧ 4.
(3) The complement graph ofGn is Gn‑¥ +N¥ for every integern ≧ 3.
Theorem 2.4

Gn is a connected graph and its size q(Gn) is

q(Gn) ‑喜(也+m),i.e.フ
2

q{G2m)‑m2, g(G2m+i)‑rn2+m.
In what follows let the vertex set V(Gn) ‑ {^1,^2,‑iVmii^ra+15 ‑,vny be labeled as:
deg vk‑

for k∈ lm]

〈霊k‑1

fork∈[m+l,n]

where m is the floor of ¥. Then from Theorem 2.3 we have
Theorem 2.5

The adjacency matrix A(Gn) ‑ (a2J) ofGn is given as follows:

0 fori‑jE[n]

0 forl≦j≦n‑i,i∈回

da=

1 forn‑i<j≦nフj≠i,i∈n.

Remark 2.6

Two vertices vmivm+i of degree m are adjacent if and only ifn is even.

Example A(Gn), for n ‑ 6 and 7, are given in the following form:

H

t‑H rH t‑I O

O

H

O i‑I t‑I r‑I t‑I O t‑H

O

O O rH t‑H O rH

O

H
rH

O O O O tH rH r‑I

O

A(G7)‑

O O O O H i‑I

O

O

T‑I T‑H O

O

フ

O O O O O t‑h i‑I

O

O

O

3

O T‑H T‑I T‑I O

O

O

O O T‑I O H T‑I

O

O

‑

O O O rH r‑4 rH

O

A(G6

Properties ofGr

In this section we state some properties of Gn without proof, which are obtained from
Theorem 2.3. Throughout this section let n be any integer with n ≧ 2, and m be the floor of
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昔

We denote by K(v]ui,U2,...,^n) the star graph K¥n with the center vertex v and the end

vertices u¥}U21...,^n, and by N(V) the empty graph with the vertex set V.
3.1

Subgraphs

The maximal complete subgraph of Gn is Km+¥. So Gn is planar if and only ifn ≦ 7. Gn
contains the star K(vn;vi,V2, ‑,vn‑i) and the path Pn as its spanning trees. Moreover Gn is
decomposed into mutually edge‑disjoint spanning subgraphs Fi, F2,..., Fm defined by
Fk ‑ K(vn+トfc;VAr,V]fc+l,...,Vn‑Jfe) U N(vi,vn,V2,vn‑1, ‑,Vk‑l,Vn+2‑k)
for k G ml

The center ofGn ‑ N(vn), and the periphery ofGn is the union ofGn‑2 and N(vi), which
is the complement ofGn‑i‑ We see that the radius ofGn is equal to 1 and the diameter ofGn
is equal to 2.

3.2

Colorings
●

The chromatic number y and the edge chromatic number xi of Gn are given by

x(Gn)‑m+1 andxi(Gn)‑n‑1.
The chromatic polynomial P(Gn, k) is given in the following form:

P(G2m,k)‑k((k‑1)(k‑2}x... x (k‑m4‑1))2(k‑m),
P{G2m+i,k)‑fc((fc‑1)(fc‑2) x... x (k‑m+l)(k‑m))2.

3.3

Coverings

The vertex covering number α and the independence number β of Gn are given by

α(Gn)‑m andβ(G2m)‑m, β(G2m+l)‑m+1.

The edge covering number α

and the edge independence number βi of Gn are given by

αi(G2m)‑m, αi(G2m+i)‑m+l andβi(Gn)‑m.
Especially G^m contains a 1‑factor.
3.4

Characteristic polynomial of A(Gn)

We put Pn(X) ‑ det (XE ‑A(Gn)). Then we have
p2(A)‑A2‑1 andP3(A)‑A3‑2A,
pA¥)‑A4‑4A2‑2A+1.
p5(A) ‑A5‑6A3‑4A2+2A.
In general we have the following recurrence formula:
pn(A) ‑ (2人2+2人‑1)Pn‑2(A)一入2(A+l)2pn‑4(入forn ≧ 6.

We see that A‑ ‑1 fresp. A ‑0] is aproper value ofA(Gn) for even [resp. odd] n.
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